We are trader of Tobacco Processing & Cigarette manufacturing with packaging machines in India. The quality of product & services have made us
About Us

We are trader of Tobacco Processing & Cigarette manufacturing with packaging machines in India we are proud to have customers all around the world with most of who we have established a long-term good relations. We started Rebuilding and Overhauling of Cigarette Making and Packing Machines last 125 years. We started our business with the sole motto to provide to our clients with best of our cigarette machine spares & rotary die cutters. The quality of product & services have made us totally distinct from others operating in this sphere. The constant encouragement & support of our domestic clients encouraged us to successfully penetrate the international cigarette industries. Our products match with all international standards and today we find a ready market in the developed countries.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/sultan-tobacco/aboutus.html
CIGARETTE MAKING AND PACKING MACHINE

Cigarette Packing Machine

Mark8 with Max III

Cigarette Making Machine

Protas Cigarette Making Machine
PMD EQUIPMENTS

Tobacco Blending Silo

Hauni Ktc-80 Tobacco Cutting Machine

Mini Pilot Plant 500 Kg/hr Tobacco Processing For Cigarette

Tobacco Steam Lamina And Stem Dryer
OTHER PRODUCTS

Cigarette Making Machine

Comas Dryer And Press 8 Ton

MARK-9 WITH MAX S
Cigarette Making Machine

Max-3 Cigarette Maker Filter Assembler
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Cigar Making Machine
- Tobacco Stem Flattener
- Mark 8 3k Cutter Cigarettes Making Machinery
- Weight Control Unit For Market
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Molins Rotary Tobacco Cutter
Grinding Stone / Wheel

Molins Tobacco Cutter Spares

Tobacco Pressing Pouch
Making Machine for RYO
| **Factsheet** |
|---------------|----------------|
| **Year of Establishment** | 1985 |
| **Nature of Business** | Manufacturer |
| **Total Number of Employees** | 51 to 100 People |
CONTACT US

Sultan Tobacco Machinery
Contact Person: Sultan

Gaur City Mall, Gaur City, Noida Extension
Greater Noida - 201308, Uttar Pradesh, India

https://www.indiamart.com/sultan-tobacco/